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ABSTRACT. We report the chemical substitution mediated doping of silver atoms into the 

Au10SG10 (SG: glutathione) catenane nanoclusters in a controllable manner. Two levels of doping 

were conducted leading to two silver-doped Au10-xAgxSG10 nanoclusters (with x=0-2 and x=1-4). 

Optical studies reveal that nanoclusters with high level of doping (x=1-4) feature a blue shift in 

absorption and a significant red shift of ~ 50 nm in the two-photon excited emission spectrum with 

respect to pristine Au10SG10. The preservation of the catenane structure is confirmed by comparing 

experimental and computational X-ray diffraction patterns and absorption spectra of Au10SG10 and 

its silver-doped analogues. In order to better address the structure-property relationship in such 

catenane clusters, further theoretical investigations were performed at DFT level. A high-energy 

shift of the S1 state is evidenced in the calculated one-photon absorption spectra due to a larger s 

to d gap in silver caused by smaller relativistic effects in comparison to the gold atoms. 

Furthermore, the red-shift in the two-photon excited emission band of the clusters is due to 

significantly larger calculated relaxation of the first excited state in nanoclusters with high level of 

silver doping. 
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Introduction  

The supramolecular chemistry of gold and, in particular, of gold thiolate leads to fascinating 

structural motifs with enhanced optical properties.1 A plethora of synthetic routes have permitted 

to propose a large number of gold nanohybrid systems ranging from plasmonic gold 

nanoparticles,2 atomically precise gold nanoclusters,3 as well as self-assembled Au-containing 

thiolated  coordination polymers.4-5 Regarding optical properties, it has been well established in 

literature that the emission properties of gold nanohybrid systems is strongly dictated by the 

number and the nature of the metal atoms and the stabilizing ligands.6-7 Thus, rationale strategies 

have been proposed to tune the intrinsic emission properties of nanoclusters as a function of their 

chemical composition. The “doping” strategy stands out as an important one.8 For instance, doping 

of gold nanohybrid systems with silver has been demonstrated to lead to enhanced nonlinear 

optical properties.9 In context of improving their attractiveness for multiphoton bio-imaging 

applications, multi-photon excited emission should be pushed further towards the near-infrared 

window.10-11  

Silver-doped gold nanoclusters12 display efficient two-photon excited luminescence13 and 

second harmonic conversion.14 However, for a rational design of nanoclusters with enhanced 

optical properties, elucidation of the structure-property relationship is of pivotal importance. 

Doping leads either to preservation or transformation of the nanocluster structure.7 Furthermore, 

the correspondence between the optical properties and the heteroatom substitution is still scarcely 

explored.15 Shihui Liu16 conducted a TDDFT study on the excited states and charge redistribution 

in response to light absorption on single-atom doped Au25 nanoclusters, highlighting different 

absorption features upon Ag, Cu, Pd, and Pt doping. The nature and position of the lowest excited 

electronic states are also sensitive to silver doping.17 Other factors like relativistic effects (mainly 
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due to the Au atoms), the exact spatial position of metal dopants and the heteronuclear Au−Ag 

bonds have also been reported to affect the fluorescence intensity of gold-doped nanoclusters.18 

From an experimental point of view, developing synthetic routes with atomically precise silver 

doping of gold nanoclusters with X-ray single crystal resolved structures has largely improved our 

understanding on these structure–optical property relationship.19-20  

In this regard, a well-defined structural motif for nanoclusters is an essential prerequisite. We 

have recently reported a facile “one-pot-one-size” synthesis of Au10(SR)10 nanoclusters with SR 

as glutathione (SG) or thioglycolic acid (TGA).21-23 The distinct X-ray powder diffraction pattern 

of Au10SG10 was utilized as a signature for homoleptic gold-glutathione catenanes with two 

Au5SG5 interconnected rings.22 Herein, a rationale strategy for tuning optical properties is reported 

with chemical substitution by silver atoms doping of Au10SG10 catenane system in a controllable 

manner, leading to silver-doped Au10-xAgxSG10 nanoclusters with different levels of doping (e.g. 

x=0-2 and x=1-4). The preservation of the catenane structure is confirmed by comparing 

experimental and computational X-ray diffraction patterns and absorption spectra of Au10SG10 and 

its silver-doped analogues. DFT study evidences that the ground state geometry changes upon Ag 

doping are not large. Chiroptical and nonlinear optical properties, i.e. two-photon emission spectra 

and first hyperpolarizabilities, of silver-doped Au nanoclusters are also reported. Interestingly, 

these optical studies reveal that Au10-xAgxSG10 with x=1-4 features a blue shift in absorption and 

a significant red shift in the two-photon emission spectrum in contrast to Au10SG10. A 

complementary first-principles theoretical analysis has been performed with a focus on the 

changes of the optical properties of catenane structures upon silver doping. 
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Methods 

Materials: Tetracholoroauric acid (HAuCl4.3H2O) was purchased from Alfa Aesar. L-glutathione 

was procured Carl Roth. Methanol, diethyl ether and Silver trifluoroacetate acetate were procured 

from Sigma Aldrich.  All chemicals were used as received without further purification. Ultrapure 

milli-Q water was used for experimental purpose. 

Synthesis of Au10SG10: ~ 235 mg of HAuCl4.3H2O was added in a round bottom flask and was 

dissolved in 35 mL methanol using 2 mL triethylamine. To this methanolic solution of glutathione, 

~ 100 mg of HAuCl4.3H2O was added. The solution was stirred for ~ 24 h. This led to formation 

of a pale yellow colored solution. To this solution, sodium hydroxide (~ 2 mL) was added till 

precipitation. The dispersion was centrifuged at a speed of ~ 10,000 rpm for ~ 10 min. The 

supernatant was discarded and the so obtained pellet was re dispersed in 1 mL of NH4OH and 2 

mL water. This led to complete solubilization of the pellet. The solution was further added with 

methanol to allow re precipitation. The dispersion was centrifuged for 10 minutes at a speed of 

10,000 rpm. The pellet was dissolved in 10 mL water and further added with 1 mL acetic acid. 

The solution was left undisturbed for ~ 12 h, which led to precipitation of pure Au10SG10. The 

precipitate was collected by centrifugation and was further dissolved in 2 mL water. Re 

precipitation with methanol was carried out and the so obtained pellet was dried under air for 

further use. 

Synthesis of Au10−xAgxSG10 with x= 0-2: In order to synthesize Au10−xAgxSG10 with x= 0-2, a 

protocol similar to that of Au10SG10 was followed – the only difference being that, in the very first 

step, following addition of HAuCl4.3H2O to a methanolic solution of L glutathione, ~ 11 mg of 
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silver trifluoroacetate (dissolved in minimum amount of methanol) was added to the same solution. 

The purification process of the doped clusters remained same as that of Au10SG10. 

Synthesis of Au10−xAgxSG10 with x= 1-4: In order to synthesize Au10−xAgxSG10 with x= 1-4, a 

protocol similar to that of Au10SG10 was followed – the only difference being that, in the very first 

step, following addition of HAuCl4.3H2O to a methanolic solution of L glutathione, ~ 60 mg of 

silver trifluoroacetate (dissolved in minimum amount of methanol) was added to the same solution. 

The purification process of the doped clusters remained same as that of Au10SG10. 

Gel preparation: ~ 3 g of bisacrylamide and ~ 8.7 g of acrylamide were dissolved in 21 mL of 

water and was sonicated till complete solubilization. Separately, 49 mg/490 µL of ammonium 

peroxodisulphate solution was freshly prepared. Further, required amounts of Au10SG10 and 

Au10−xAgxSG10 with x= 1-4 were dissolved in formerly prepared solution of acrylamide and 

bisacrylamide to achieve a final concentration of 750 µM in. Thereafter, 1 mL of the solutions 

containing clusters and doped clusters were added in the gel bath. Following this, 10 µL of 

TEMED and 10 µL of ammonium peroxodisulphate were added to the gel bath. The system was 

left undisturbed till complete gelation. 

Instrumentation.  

Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectrometry (ESI-MS). ESI-MS was performed on a commercial 

quadrupole time-of-flight (micro-qTOF, Bruker-Daltonics, Bremen, Germany, mass resolution 10 

000). The samples were prepared to a final concentration of approximately 50 μM in methanol. 

The samples were analyzed in negative ion mode; each data pointwas the summation of spectra 

over 5 min.  
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UV/Vis and CD spectra are recorded at IBCP Lyon France on a Chirascan spectrometer. CD was 

carried out on a Chirascan CD (Applied Photophysics). Data were collected at 1 nm intervals in 

the wavelength range of 200−500 nm at 20 °C, using a temperature-controlled chamber. A 0.01 

cm cuvette containing 30 μL of NC sample at 50 μM was used for all the measurements. Each 

spectrum represents the average of three scans, and sample spectra were corrected for buffer 

background by subtracting the average spectrum of buffer alone. 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is carried out on a PANalytical EMPYREAN diffractometer with a 

PIXcel 3D using Cu K radiation and a high-resolution theta−theta goniometer. 

NLO Measurements. The setup for hyper-Rayleigh scattering (HRS) and two-photon excited 

fluorescence (TPEF) has been described in detail in previous works.23-25 HRS measurements was 

a performed using a modelocked femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser delivering at the fundamental 

wavelengths between 785 and 810 nm pulses with a duration of about 140 fs at a repetition rate of 

80 MHz.  A fundamental beam was focused by a low numerical aperture microscope objective 

into a 0.5 cm spectrophotometric cell containing the aqueous solutions. For the TPEF signal, the 

wavelength of the spectrometer (Jobin-Yvon, iHR320 spectrometer) was scanned between 350 nm 

and 750 nm detected with a photomultiplier tube (model H11890-210, Hamamatsu). For reference 

materials, we have chosen fluorescein dye. From the literature, we assume at the excitation 

wavelength of 780 nm: σ2 (fluorescein) = 33.3 GM using a quantum yield of 0.9 and a two photon 

absorption cross-section of 37 GM. In addition, TPEF measurements were performed on 

nanoclusters-containing gels with a customized confocal microscope. The luminescence was 

excited at 780 nm with a mode-locked frequency-doubled femtosecond Er-doped fiber laser (C-

Fiber 780, MenloSystems GmbH). The laser spectrum was bounded by two filters (FELH0750 and 

FESH0800, Thorlabs Inc.). The output power of the femtosecond laser was 62 mW. The laser 
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beam was focused by a Nikon Plan Fluor Ph1 DLL objective (10x/0.30 NA). The emitted signal 

was collected in epifluorescence illumination mode. The two-photon fluorescence emission was 

separated from the incident light through a dichroic mirror (NFD01-785, IDEX Health & Science 

LLC). A FESH0750 filter (respectively a FELH0800 filter) was used in order to remove the 

residual photons coming from the excitation laser and collect visible 350-750 nm fluorescence 

(respectively infrared 800-900 nm fluorecence).  The two-photon fluorescence emission spectra 

were recorded using an iHR320 spectrometer equipped with a 53024 grating from Horiba Jobin 

Yvon, and detected by a -20°C cooled photomultiplier tube (R943-02, Hamamatsu Photonics). 

Computational details 

The structural properties have been determined employing DFT method with B3LYP functional26-

28 and split valence polarization (SVP) atomic basis set29 as implemented in TURBOMOLE 7.4.30 

Optical properties (OPA, TPA, CD and β hyperpolarizabilities) have been determined using 

TDDFT31-32 and a quadratic response33-34 approach as implemented in the DALTON program 

package.35-36 The same AO basis set has been used as for structural properties except for the ligands 

for which 6-31G basis set37-40 has been employed. In the lowest energy 5,5’ catenane structures: 

Au10L10, Au9AgL10 Au7Ag3L10, L labels the chiral ligand (−SCH2CH(NH2)CH3). For gold and 

silver atoms 19 e- relativistic effective core potential (19 e- RECP) taking into account scalar 

relativistic effects has been employed.41 The Debye formula serves to calculate XRD patterns.42 
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Results and Discussion  

Experimentally, Au10 clusters stabilized by glutathione, with molecular formula Au10SG10, were 

synthesized following a method previously reported by our group.22 Unambiguous assignment of 

Au10SG10 was achieved by high-resolution electrospray ionization – mass spectrometry (ESI-

MS), see Figure S1 in supplementary file (SI). In the next step, systematic doping of the as-

synthesized Au10SG10 with silver atoms was performed by adding optimized amounts of silver 

trifluoroacetate. Details of the doping process are given in SI. Briefly, the strategy of the study is 

to perform gradual doping of Au10SG10 with silver atoms by varying the amount of silver 

trifluoroacetate reacting with Au10SG10. Evidence of doping with silver atoms of the Au10 

nanoclusters with the appearance of Au10-xAgxSG10 nanoclusters was obtained from high-

resolution ESI-MS, see Figures S2 and S3 in SI. These syntheses led to a distribution of 

Au10−xAgxSG10 systems with x ranging from 0-2 and with x ranging from 1-4 for the two silver-

doped gold nanoclusters samples, respectively.  

Next, we were interested to investigate the effect of gradual silver doping on the optical and 

chiroptical properties of Au10SG10. As evident from Figure 1A, the UV-vis absorption spectrum 

of Au10SG10 features two discernible bands at 331 nm and 369 nm. The UV-vis absorbance 

spectrum of Au10−xAgxSG10 with x= 0-2 features slight blue shifted bands at 324 nm and 364 nm 

respectively. Instead, the UV-vis spectrum of Au10−xAgxSG10 with x= 1-4 shows a monotonic 

increase of intensity below 390 nm with no discernable shoulder. Thus, it is observed that 

systematic doping of Au10SG10 with varying number of silver atoms leads to blue shift of the onset 

of absorption from 410 nm to 390 nm. In an allied vein, and in order to verify whether a similar 

trend of variation is observed in the chiroptical properties of the ligated Au10 clusters as well as 
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for further corroboration with the UV-vis absorption results, circular dichroism (CD) studies were 

performed. As can be observed from Figure 1B, the CD spectrum of Au10SG10 features a strong 

peak at 326 nm. However, the peaks in the CD spectrum of Au10−xAgxSG10 with x= 0-2 and x=1-

4 were observed to occur at 321 nm and 312 nm, i.e. slightly blue shifted compared to Au10SG10 

and with decreasing values of ellipticity, see Figure 1B.  

 

 

Figure 1: UV−vis absorption and CD spectra of as-synthesized Au10SG10, Au10-xAgxSG10 ( x= 1-2) and  Au10-xAgxSG10  (x = 1-4) 

NCs in aqueous solution. 

 

Under UV light, aqueous solutions of Au10SG10 and silver doped nanoclusters showed extremely 

weak fluorescence. However, in our previous study, it was found that Au10SG10 presented large 

first hyperpolarizability and two-photon excitation fluorescence (TPEF).22 In the current study, the 

TPEF emission spectrum of Au10−xAgxSG10 with x= 1-4 was recorded and compared with that of 

Au10SG10. Notably, the normalized TPEF emission spectrum of Au10SG10 features a maximum at 

555 nm while the maximum of TPEF emission spectrum of Au10−xAgxSG10 with x= 1-4 is observed 

(A) (B) 
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to occur at 605 nm, see Figure 2. Thus doping Au10SG10 with silver atoms leads to a significant 

bathochromic shift of ~ 50 nm. The superimposed (non-normalized) emission spectra of Au10SG10 

and Au10−xAgxSG10 with x= 1-4 in gels with a cluster concentration of 750 µM are shown in SI, 

see Figure S4. The TPEF spectrum of Au10-xAgXSG10; x= 0-2 was also recorded. Interestingly, 

the TPEF spectrum of Au10-XAgXSG10 nanocluster (x= 0-2) showed less pronounced bathochromic 

shift in comparison to Au10-xAgXSG10; x = 1-4 (Figure S5). In addition, the absolute TPEF cross 

section of Au10−xAgxSG10 with x= 1-4 was measured to be 0.0024±0.0016 GM (780 nm laser 

excitation). Also, the effect of chemical substitution by silver doping on the first 

hyperpolarizability (β) value of Au10SG10 was evaluated. Intriguingly, as opposed to a high β value 

of 85(9) × 10-30 esu for Au10SG10, a much reduced hyperpolarizability value of 14(6) × 10-30 esu 

is found for Au10−xAgxSG10 with x= 1-4, see Figure S6 in SI.  
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Figure 2: Normalized two-photon excited fluorescence spectra at excitation wavelength 780 nm of Au10SG10 compared to silver 

doped Au10-xAgxSG10 (x=1-4) in gels with the same concentration ~750 µM. TPEF measurements were performed on 

nanoclusters-containing gels with a customized confocal microscope. 

 

An important question concerns the preservation of the catenane structure upon silver doping. 

In order to gain an insight into the structural property of the as-synthesized Au10SG10 and those 

doped with silver atoms, structural X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) analysis was conducted, see 

Figure S7 in SI. For pure Au10 nanoclusters, three possible isomers, namely [5,5] and [6,4] 

catenanes and the crown like structure, have been found as the lowest-energy structures, see Figure 

S7. Among these isomeric structures, the preserved [5,5] catenane structure has been found to be 

the lowest energy one for both Au9AgSG10 and Au7Ag3SG10, (SG has been replaced by SCH3). 

Silver doping was found to have no significant effect on the global structure, bond lengths and 

bond angles, of the catenane rings. In doped isomers, the silver atoms are located at the center of 

the catenane structure, as shown in Figure 3. With computation of the XRPD pattern of Au9AgSG10 
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and Au7Ag3SG10, the best agreement is obtained for the [5,5] catenane structure preserved upon 

doping with silver atoms, see Figure S7. The one photon absorption (OPA) spectra calculated 

using a TDDFT approach for the lowest-energy [5,5] catenane structures for Au10SG10, 

Au9AgSG10 and Au7Ag3SG10 is shown in Figure 3A) with a chiral −SCH2CH(NH2)CH3 ligand as 

a model for glutathione. The first excited states involved in OPA are located between 360 and 330 

nm. The leading excitations responsible for the excitation of the S1 state are shown also in Figure 

3A) and involve s to p excitation located on the gold atoms, s to p excitation located on the Ag and 

Au atoms and s to s excitation located on the Ag atoms for the pure Au, the Ag doped and the Ag3 

doped ligated clusters, respectively. A blue-shift of the S1 state has been observed as a function of 

the number of silver atoms doped in the catenane structure. This blue-shift originates from a larger 

s to d gap in silver atoms due to smaller relativistic effects with respect to the gold atoms. The 

comparison with the measured features, and in particular the blue-shift in the absorption spectrum, 

confirms that the catenane structure remains preserved upon silver doping. Similar blue shifted 

chiroptical features for the Au7Ag3SG10 system compared with Au10SG10 have been also found for 

the calculated CD spectra with the chiral ligand −SCH2CH(NH2)CH3, as shown in Figure S8 in 

SI.  
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Figure 3: A) TD-DFT OPA spectrum for Au10L10, Au9AgL10 Au7Ag3L10 nanoclusters (with the chiral ligand 

(−SCH2CH(NH2)CH3) for the lowest energy [5,5] catenane. Leading excitations responsible for the characteristic features of 

OPA are shown in bottom panels. B) TD-DFT TPA spectrum for Au10L10, Au9AgL10 Au7Ag3L10 nanoclusters (with the chiral 

ligand (−SCH2CH(NH2)CH3) for the lowest energy [5,5] catenane. Leading excitations responsible for the characteristic 

features of TPA are shown in bottom panels. 

 

A)

B)
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A strong decrease of the first hyperpolarizability β for an excitation wavelength of 800 nm was 

observed upon silver doping. Two effects might explain this decrease: (i) structural changes of the 

Ag-doped Au10SG10 nanoclusters into more symmetrical structures (since second harmonic 

generation is only allowed for non-centrosymmetric structures) as compared to undoped 

nanoclusters and/or (ii) resonance effects between OPA and TPA states.11, 43 Since we have 

confirmed previously that catenane structures remain preserved upon silver doping, hypothesis (i) 

can be excluded, although the exact position of silver atoms in the catenane structure may affect 

the symmetry of the structure.  Furthermore, the calculated first hyperpolarizabilities β for the [5,5] 

catenane structure, see Table S1 in SI for Au10SG10, Au9AgSG10 and Au7Ag3SG10 are in good 

agreement with the experimental values. Consequently, the decrease in hyperpolarizability of 

Au10SG10 upon silver doping is rather attributed to resonance effects. Due to blue shifted S1 states, 

the resonance with S1 state is not more efficient for Au7Ag3SG10 in contrast to Au10SG10, as 

illustrated for two-photon absorption (TPA) spectra calculated using a TDDFT approach for the 

lowest-energy [5,5] catenane structures for Au10SG10, Au9AgSG10 and Au7Ag3SG10 in Figure 3B.  

It is worth mentioning that first hyperpolarizability β for silver doped Au nanoclusters should 

increase as illustrated for an excitation wavelength of 700 nm (see Table S1 in SI). 

Finally, one of the most significant effects of silver doping on the nonlinear optical properties of 

the clusters is the prominent bathochromic shift in the TPEF emission spectra. The red shift of ~ 

50 nm in the TPEF spectrum of Au10-xAgxSG10 (x=1-4) may stem from altered relaxation of the S1 

first excited state of silver doped gold clusters as opposed to Au10SG10. A plausible mechanism 

interpreting the red shift in the TPEF emission spectrum of Au10-xAgxSG10 (x=1-4), in comparison 

to Au10SG10, has been proposed based on significantly different magnitude in relaxation of S1 state 

upon silver doping, see Figure 4. In summary, doping by silver atoms does not influence OPA 
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spectra whereas the TPA cross section is slightly increased by three silver atoms doping. In 

contrast, the minimum of the S1 state is lowered by approximately 1.5 eV for three silver atoms 

doping with respect of pure gold ligated cluster for which the lowering of the S1 state is only 0.21 

eV. The reason for the different lowering energies is the breaking of the silver-gold bonds in the 

first excited state of the three silver atoms doped clusters, see Figure 4.  

This means that in addition to silver doping, the structural properties play the important role 

determining TPEF properties. For large cluster sizes the metallic core is formed in which doping 

by Ag atoms contributes to delocalized electrons of Au core. Therefore, in these cases smaller 

bathochromic shift in the TPEF emission spectra can be expected than in the case of catenane 

structure containing more directional metallic bonds. In fact, strong influence of Ag doping on 

nonlinear optical properties has been also shown for silver doped gold-cysteine supramolecular 

assemblies  which contain directional metallic bonds.9 
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Figure 4: Calculated relaxation of the first excited state S1 of pure gold ligated cluster (blue) versus three silver atoms doped 

ligated cluster (red) with corresponding structure. 
 

Conclusions  

In summary, we report a rationale chemical strategy for the substitution of heteroatoms to alter the 

nonlinear optical properties of clusters with catenane structures. Notably, the strategy developed 

herein allows the fine-tuning of the multiphoton excitation properties, preserving the structure of 

the nanoclusters intact. This is important, given the wide utility of catenane like structures in 

catalysis and in molecular mechanics with molecular rotors. Furthermore, the experimental 

findings on the variation of the structure guided optical properties of the clusters, as a function of 

the number of doped heteroatoms, has been confirmed based on first principle theoretical 

calculations. In particular, the observed blue shift in the spectra is due to the larger s-d gap of Ag 
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atoms because of smaller relativistic effects as compared to the case of Au atom. The difference 

between the TPEF spectra is due to the Ag-Au bond breaking in the S1 state, absent in the case of 

the Au-Au bond. Facile and robust chemical strategy allowing alteration of the 

absorption/emission characteristics of atomic clusters can serve as future key-point for fine tuning 

of nanoclusters applications. 

 

Supporting Information. ESI-MS spectra of nanoclusters. Two‐photon excited fluorescence 

spectra at excitation wavelength 780 nm of nanoclusters in gels. HRS line intensity of nanoclusters 

in aqueous solutions. Experimental and calculated XRD patterns of nanoclusters. DFT calculated 

CD spectra of the pure gold ligated cluster and silver-doped one. DFT calculated first 

hyperpolarizabilities for pure gold and silver doped ligated clusters at different wavelengths. 
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